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The counterterrorism policies following September 11, 2001, brought the definition and
legitimacy of torture to the forefront of political, military, and public debates. This timely
volume explores the question of torture through multiple lenses by situating it within
systems of belief, social networks of power, and ideological worldviews. Individual
essays examine the boundaries of what is deemed legitimate political violence for the
sake of state security, the immediate and long-term effects of torture on human and
social bodies, the visual and artistic representations of torture, how certain people are
dehumanized to make it acceptable to torture them, and how we understand complicity
in and the ethical boundaries of torture.
The Routledge Handbook of Graffiti and Street Art integrates and reviews current
scholarship in the field of graffiti and street art. Thirty-seven original contributions are
organized around four sections: History, Types, and Writers/Artists of Graffiti and Street
Art; Theoretical Explanations of Graffiti and Street Art/Causes of Graffiti and Street Art;
Regional/Municipal Variations/Differences of Graffiti and Street Art; and, Effects of
Graffiti and Street Art. Chapters are written by experts from different countries
throughout the world and their expertise spans the fields of American Studies, Art
Theory, Criminology, Criminal justice, Ethnography, Photography, Political Science,
Psychology, Sociology, and Visual Communication. The Handbook will be of interest to
researchers, instructors, advanced students, libraries, and art gallery and museum
curators. This book is also accessible to practitioners and policy makers in the fields of
criminal justice, law enforcement, art history, museum studies, tourism studies, and
urban studies as well as members of the news media. The Handbook includes 70
images, a glossary, a chronology, and the electronic edition will be widely hyperlinked.
Understanding Interaction explores the interaction between people and technology in
the broader context of the relations between the human-made and the natural
environments. It is not just about digital technologies – our computers, smartphones,
the Internet – but all our technologies, such as mechanical, electrical, and electronic.
Our ancestors started creating mechanical tools and shaping their environments
millions of years ago, developing cultures and languages, which in turn influenced our
evolution. Volume 1 looks into this deep history, starting from the tool-creating period
(the longest and most influential on our physical and mental capacities) to the
settlement period (agriculture, domestication, villages and cities, written language), the
industrial period (science, engineering, reformation, and renaissance), and finally the
communication period (mass media, digital technologies, and global networks). Volume
2 looks into humans in interaction – our physiology, anatomy, neurology, psychology,
how we experience and influence the world, and how we (think we) think. From this
transdisciplinary understanding, design approaches and frameworks are presented to
potentially guide future developments and innovations. The aim of the book is to be a
guide and inspiration for designers, artists, engineers, psychologists, media producers,
social scientists, etc., and, as such, be useful for both novices and more experienced
practitioners. Image Credit: Still of interactive video pattern created with a range of
motion sensors in the Facets kaleidoscopic algorithm (based underwater footage of
seaweed movement) by the author on 4 February 2010, for a lecture at Hyperbody at
the Faculty of Architecture, TU Delft, NL.
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In any urban setting throughout the world today, you can expect to see examples of
stencil art. On street corners, train stations and public toilets the world over stencil art is
a favoured tool of the graffiti artist. Many consider such imagery urban pollution, the
work of mindless vandals. Such attitudes ignore what has fast become one of the most
significant artistic and cultural movements of the early 21st century. Stencil art is no
longer the sole domain of the graffiti artist, the aesthetic is now ubiquitous in
advertising, the mainstream press and even on the walls of the world's most famous
galleries.
This Is Not a Photo Opportunity is a street-level, full-color showcase of some of
Banksy’s most innovative pieces ever. Banksy, Britain’s now-legendary “guerilla”
street artist, has painted the walls, streets, and bridges of towns and cities throughout
the world. Once viewed as vandalism, Banksy’s work is now venerated, collected, and
preserved. Over the course of a decade, Martin Bull has documented dozens of the
most important and impressive works by the legendary political artist, most of which are
no longer in existence.
Charlotte Brunsdon's illuminating study explores the variety of cinematic 'Londons' that
appear in films made since 1945. Brunsdon traces the familiar ways that film-makers
establish that a film is set in London, by use of recognisable landmarks and the city's
shorthand iconography of red buses and black taxis, as well as the ways in which these
icons are avoided. She looks at London weather – fog and rain – and everyday
locations like the pub and the housing estate, while also examining the recurring
patterns of representation associated with films set in the East and West Ends of
London, from Spring in Park Lane (1948) to Mona Lisa (1986), and from Night and the
City (1950) to From Hell (2001). Brunsdon provides a detailed analysis of a selection of
films, exploring their contribution to the cinematic geography of London, and showing
the ways in which feature films have responded to, and created, changing views of the
city. She traces London's transformation from imperial capital to global city through the
different ways in which the local is imagined in films ranging from Ealing comedies to
Pressure (1974), as well as through the shifting imagery of the River Thames and the
Docks. She addresses the role of cinematic genres such as horror and film noir in the
constitution of the cinematic city, as well as the recurrence of figures such as the
cockney, the gangster and the housewife. Challenging the view that London is not a
particularly cinematic city, Brunsdon demonstrates that many London-set films offer
their own meditation on the complex relationships between the cinema and the city.
Rick Rylance addresses the debate over the public value of literary studies, from
antiquity to the present day. He offers an account of the foundational issue of 'the public
good' and explores the disciplinary integrity of literary study.
As the publishing, film and music industries are dominated by Big Media
conglomerates, there is often recourse to simplistic ideological and conspiratorial
readings of industry dynamics. Copyright, Creativity, Big Media and Cultural Value:
Incorporating the Author explains why copyright is much more than a creator’s private
property right or a mechanism through which corporations control cultural production
and influence mass consumption choices. The volume is grounded in extensive,
painstakingly detailed and colourful original archival research into business histories of
major successful artists including Conan Doyle, Hall Caine, Margaret Atwood, Dame
Nellie Melba, Radiohead and Banksy, and the industries and genres that grew up
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around their activities. Chapters address big questions about how copyright generates
income and how distributions of profits are allocated in the publishing, film and music
industries. It includes discussion of the creation of new formats, the interplay between
old media and new technologies, international copyright reform and cross-industry
relations. Copyright, Creativity, Big Media and Cultural Value is a wide-ranging and
important resource for students and practitioners of law and policy, media studies,
cultural studies and literary history.
Making art relevant to everyday life, EXPLORING ART: A GLOBAL, THEMATIC APPROACH,
5E provides a solid foundation of art basics and then presents art from across time and around
the world through themes such as religion, power and politics, sexuality, mind and body,
mortality and immortality, nature and technology, and entertainment and visual culture. Art
Experiences features in every chapter and an all-new Chapter 15, Art in Your Life, draw explicit
connections between art and students' lives, illustrating how art is all around us as well as
providing suggestions for interacting with art. Timelines with thumbnail images help students
easily draw chronological connections between works, and detailed world maps illustrate
geographical relevance. In addition to new works, the fifth edition offers expanded
representation of contemporary artists from around the globe. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Collects the artist's works, from the late 1990s to present, across the major cities of the U.K.
and North America.
Explores the influence of youth culture on transforming mainstream society through innovative
cooperative venues and modern "do-it-yourself" values, in a report that reveals what can be
learned through the indirect social experiments being performed by today's young artists and
entrepreneurs. Reprint.
Fragile Mystics reworks traditional concepts of prayer and gives them a contemporary 'spin'.
Like Steel Angels, it draws on the author's own experience as a Christian priest and offers
illustrations from the world of visual arts, film and contemporary culture. It includes some
biblical examples, and connects present day yearnings and wrestling's as a 'person who wants
to pray better' with those of the mystics and holy people from the Christian past. It is about
'reclaiming' and transforming our inner spaces so that we have a renewed and hopeful
approach to life and ministry. Each chapter has a short, sharp contemporary title, with a further
subtitle to unpack the content, and ends with ideas for both individuals and leaders on how to
put the concept under discussion into practice.
The second, eagerly awaited Banksy collection. Same handy pocket size as Banging Your
Head...now in full, glorious color. As ever, the stencils and art are complemented with various
commentary, thoughts and context from the man himself, together with various reviews and
emails. Quite superb.
To Henri Lefebvre, the space and 'lived everydayness' of the inter-dependent, multi-faceted
city produces manifold possibilities of identifiction and realisation through often imperceptible
interactions and practices. 'Art and the City' takes this observation as its cue to examine the
role of art against a backdrop of globally rising urban populations, taking into account the more
recent performative and relational 'turns' of art that have sought in their city settings to identify
a participating spectator - an implicated citizen. In exploring how artworks present themselves
as a means by which to navigate and plot the city for a writing interlocutor, Nicolas Whybrow
discusses diverse examples, representing three key modern modalities of urban arts practice.
The first, walking, involves works by Richard Wentworth, Francis AlA s, Mark Walllinger and
others, the second, play, includes art by Antony Gormley, Mark Quinn and Carsten Holler. The
third, cultural memory, Whybrow addresses through the controversial urban holocaust
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memorial sites of Peter Eisenman's memorial in Berlin and Rachel Whiteread's in Vienna.
An up-to-date visual tour of the rest of the graffiti artist's street works from the past five years
catalogs more than 100 different locations and is complemented by informative facts, a walking
tour of pieces in Banksy's native Bristol and examples of graffiti works by a selection of his
peers. Original.
Three visual tours by the influential critic and photographer catalog and assess recent street
works by the political graffiti artist and his peers, incorporating into an expanded edition
provocative and informative examples by such figures as Eine, Faile and El Chivo. Original.

No single living artist has created as many myths, rumours and legends as
Banksy. Many of the tales in this book are from Bristol, some are from further
afield. What they share is that they are all told with the wide eyed wonder which
Banksy inspires. Collated between 2009 and 2011 some of these stories are
quite old and have been told so many times they have become the stuff of
legend, others are more questionable and best described as myths. Some are
laugh out loud bollocks and others are simply gossip. You be the judge.
There's more to Banksy than the painting on the wall: the first in-depth
investigation into the mysteries of the world's most famous living artist. Banksy is
the world's most famous living artist, yet no one knows who he is. For more than
twenty years, his wryly political and darkly humorous spray paintings have
appeared mysteriously on urban walls around the globe, generating headlines
and controversy. Art critics disdain him, but the public (and the art market) love
him. With this generously illustrated book, artist and critic Carol Diehl is the first
author to probe the depths of the Banksy mystery. Through her exploration of his
paintings, installations, writings, and Academy Award-nominated film, Exit
through the Gift Shop, Diehl proves unequivocally that there's more to Banksy
than the painting on the wall. Seeing Banksy as the ultimate provocateur, Diehl
investigates the dramas that unfold after his works are discovered, with all of their
social, economic, and political implications. She reveals how this trickster rattles
the system, whether during his month-long 2013 self-styled New York "residency"
or his notorious Dismaland of 2015, a full-scale dystopian "family theme park
unsuitable for children" dedicated to the failure of capitalism. Banksy's work,
Diehl shows, is a synthesis of conceptual art, social commentary, and political
protest, played out not in museums but where it can have the most effect--on the
street, in the real world. The questions Banksy raises about the uses of public
and private property, the role of the global corporatocracy, the never-ending
wars, and the gap between artworks as luxury goods and as vehicles of social
expression, have never been more relevant.
Sex. God. You know the two subjects are connected; you just don't have the
words for how they are connected. And they cannot be separated. Where the one
is, you will always find the other. When you actually live and feel and engage,
you discover that the physical things around us are like windows into more. And
when you talk about sexuality, you quickly end up in the spiritual---because 'this'
is always about 'that.' Something deeper. Something behind it all. You can't talk
about sexuality without talking about how we were made. About how we relate to
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each other. About how we were made to relate to each other. And that will
inevitably lead you to who made us. At some point you have to talk about God.
To make sense of the one, we have to explore the other. That is what this book is
about.
"Graffiti is by nature a protean art. In movies, it is often the backdrop used to
create a sense of danger and lawlessness. In bathroom stalls, it is the
disembodied expression of gossip, lewdness, or confession. In protests, it is a
resistive tool, visually displaying the cacophony of disparate voices and interests
that come together to make up a movement. Every graffito has an unstable
afterlife-fated to be added to, transformed, overlaid, photographed, reinterpreted,
or painted over. In short, as this book artfully explains, graffiti makes for messy
politics. It brings the unwieldiness of the crises it engages to the fore, giving
shape to a conflict's evolving nature. The book closely examines the many
permutations of graffiti in conflict zones-moving from the protest graffiti of the
Black Lives Matter movement in Ferguson and the Arab Spring in Egypt to the
tourist attraction murals on the Israeli Separation Wall, to the street art used for
city rebranding and beautification in Detroit and post-Katrina New Orleans.
Graffiti has played a crucial role in the revolutionary movements of these locales,
but has also been variously appropriated, policed, and exported, ushering in
postconflict consumerism, gentrification, militarization, and anaesthetized
forgetting. Yet, the book concludes, as protest movements change and adapt in
turn, graffiti is also uniquely suited to shapeshift with them, opening up new
apertures of resistance with every wave"-The key philosophy within this book is to show how exam preparation should not
destroy good learning and teaching >
Since the 2011 Arab Spring street art has been a vehicle for political discourse in
the Middle East, and has generated much discussion in both the popular media
and academia. Yet, this conversation has generalised street art and identified it
as a singular form with identical styles and objectives throughout the region.
Street art's purpose is, however, defined by the socio-cultural circumstances of
its production. Middle Eastern artists thus adopt distinctive methods in creating
their individual work and responding to their individual environments. Here, in this
new book, Sabrina De Turk employs rigorous visual analysis to explore the
diversity of Middle Eastern street art and uses case studies of countries as varied
as Egypt, Tunisia, Lebanon, Palestine, Bahrain and Oman to illustrate how
geographic specifics impact upon its function and aesthetic. Her book will be of
significant interest to scholars specialising in art from the Middle East and North
Africa and those who bring an interdisciplinary perspective to Middle East
studies.
Iconoclasm – the alteration, destruction, or displacement of icons – is usually
considered taboo or profane. But, on occasion, the act of destroying the sacred
unintentionally bestows iconic status on the desecrated object. Iconoclasm
examines the reciprocity between the building and the breaking of images,
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paying special attention to the constructive power of destructive acts. Although
iconoclasm carries with it inherently religious connotations, this volume examines
the shattering of images beyond the spiritual and the sacred. Presenting
responses to renowned cultural anthropologist and theorist Michael Taussig,
these essays centre on conceptual iconoclasm and explore the sacrality of
objects and belief systems from historical, cultural, and disciplinary perspectives.
From Milton and Nietzsche to Paul Newman and Banksy, through such diverse
media and genres as photography, the popular romance novel, pornography,
graffiti, cinema, advertising, and the dictionary, this book questions how icons
and iconoclasms are represented, the language used to describe them, and the
manner in which objects signify once they are shattered. An interdisciplinary,
disconnected, and non-linear consideration of the historical and contemporary
relationship between the sacred and the profane, Iconoclasm disrupts
entrenched views about the revered or reviled idols present in most aspects of
daily life. Contributors include T. Nikki Cesare Schotzko (Toronto), Christopher
van Ginhoven Rey (Pomona College), Helen Hester (West London), Emily
Hoffman (Arkansas Tech), Natalie B. Pendergast (Yukon College), Beth
Saunders (Maryland), Adam Swann (Glasgow), Michael Taussig (Columbia),
Angela Toscano (Iowa), Brendon Wocke (Perpignan).
This volume addresses contemporary activist practices that aim to interrupt and
reorient politics as well as culture. The specific tactics analyzed here are diverse,
ranging from culture jamming, sousveillance, media hoaxing, adbusting,
subvertising, street art, to hacktivism, billboard liberation, and urban guerilla, to
name but a few. Though indebted to the artistic and political movements of the
past, this form of activism brings a novel dimension to public protest with its
insistence on humor, playfulness, and confusion. This book attempts to grasp
both the old and new aspects of contemporary activist practices, as well as their
common characteristics and internal varieties. It attempts to open up space for
the acknowledgement of the ways in which contemporary capitalism affects all
our lives, and for the reflection on possible modes of struggling with it. It focuses
on the possibilities that different activist tactics enable, the ways in which those
may be innovative or destructive, as well as on their complications and dilemmas.
The encounter between the insights of political, social and critical theory on the
one hand and activist visions and struggles on the other is urgent and appealing.
The essays collected here all explore such a confrontational collaboration, testing
its limits and productiveness, in theory as well as in practice. In a mutually
beneficial relationship, theoretical concepts are rethought through activist
practices, while those activist practices are developed with the help of the
insights of critical theory. This volume brings scholars and activists together in
the hope of establishing a productive dialogue between the theorizations of the
intricacies of our times and the subversive practices that deal with them.
What is the relationship between street art and the law? In this work, Andrea Baldini argues
that street art has a constitutive relationship with the law. By subverting laws and norms
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regulating public spaces, street art is outlaw art.
From being spray-painted onto walls and trains, to enjoying acclaim in galleries and museums,
the graffiti movement has changed. Far from being viewed as mindless vandalism, graffiti, or
urban street art, has become prized as a highly valued and socially relevant art form.
Renowned graffiti artist KET selects 38 of the most influential and pioneering urban artists from
around the world who have driven this transformation. Alongside selections of their artwork,
KET explores their mediums, methods and backgrounds, and why they've chosen to challenge
classical ideas of art to convey messages about urban culture. From well-known names such
as Banksy, Shepard Fairey and Blek le Rat to superstars of the underground movement, these
are artists who have moved far away from the clichéd lettering and tags to develop individual
styles that reflect and critique modern life. Urban Art Legends is the perfect companion for
anyone wanting to learn more about this vibrant, exciting and constantly evolving art form.
Artist Scholar: Reflections on Writing and Research is part history, introduction, and discussion
for artists and designers entering, graduating, and employed by the contemporary art academy
in the United States. The evolution of art education in the university continues to expand in the
21st century as the variables of craft, skill, technique, theory, history and criticism shift and
expand as the perspective of arts-based research is introduced into this professionalized
environment. Given this context: what can M.F.A. students do to improve their understanding
of writing and research without sacrificing their commitment to their studio art process?
Through a series of essays, the text argues for better writing at the M.F.A. level with the
purpose of becoming better artists. By contextualizing art practice in the university and
providing a foundation for future artist scholarship, it serves as an invitation to artist scholars to
push their work further and develop the confidence to situate their art in the university context.
A clever, quirky biography of a leading contemporary artist, for children Banksy is a worldfamous graffiti artist who secretly spray paints pictures on streets and walls while no one is
watching! His works are often about politics, war, and other important things, but he also likes
to paint rats. Rats scurry around and hide, often creating a bit of a stir, just like he does!
Millions of people know his work but no one really knows who Bansky is -- his true identity is a
secret. Fausto Gilberti brings life, intrigue, and whimsy to the mysterious story of one of the
most important contemporary artists of our time. Ages 4-7
Monkeys - Cops - Rats - Cows - Art - Street furniture.
Bringing together a decade’s worth of AK Thompson’s essays on the culture of revolt,
Premonitions offers an engaged and engaging assessment of contemporary radical politics.
Inspired by the writings of Walter Benjamin, Thompson combines scholarship and grassroots
grit to address themes ranging from violence and representation to Romanticism and death.
Whether uncovering the unrealized promise buried in mainstream cultural offerings or tracing
an imperiled course toward the moment of reckoning, the essays in Premonitions are
provocations set to spark debate and kindle fires in the night.
This title collects the works of one of the most succesful and well-known street artists ever,
Banksy.
This Companion breaks new ground in our knowledge and understanding of the diverse
relationships between literature, architecture, and the city, which together form a field of
interdisciplinary research that is one of the most innovative and exciting to have emerged in
recent years. Bringing together a wide variety of contributors, not only writers, architectural and
literary scholars, and social scientists, but graphic novelists and artists, the book offers
contemporary essays on everything from science fiction and the crime novel, to poetry, comics
and oral history. It is structured into two sections: History, Narrative and Genre, and Strategy,
Language and Form. Including over ninety illustrations, the book is a must read for academics
and students.
* 'This refreshing, unusual book needs to exist. A culture shift which repositions a single person
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as someone who is relationship-free, complete, and not lacking is long overdue.' - The i * *
'Absolutely f*cking brilliant' - Florence Given * Having a secret single freak-out? Feeling the
red, heart-shaped urgency intensify as the years roll on by? Oh hi! You're in the right place.
Over half of Brits aged 25-44 are now single. It's become the norm to remain solo until much
later in life, given the average marriage ages of 35 (women) and 38 (men). Many of us are
choosing never to marry at all. But society, films, song lyrics and our parents are adamant that
a happy ending has to be couple-shaped. That we're incomplete without an 'other half'*, like a
bisected panto pony. Cue: single sorrow. Dating like it's a job. Spending half our lives waiting
for somebody-we-fancy to text us back. Feeling haunted by the terms 'spinster' or 'confirmed
bachelor.' Catherine Gray took a whole year off dating to find single satisfaction. She lifted the
lid on the reasons behind the global single revolution, explored the bizarre ways cultures singleshame, detached from 'all the good ones are gone!' panic and debunked the myth that married
people are much happier. Let's start the reverse brainwash, in order to locate - and luxuriate in
- single happiness. Are you in? *Spoiler: you're already whole PRAISE FOR CATHERINE
GRAY'S WRITING: "Fascinating." Bryony Gordon "Not remotely preachy." The Times "Jaunty,
shrewd and convincing." The Telegraph "Admirably honest, light, bubbly and remarkably rarely
annoying." The Guardian "Truthful, modern and real." Stylist "Brave, witty and brilliantly
written." Marie Claire "Haunting, admirable and enlightening." The Pool
While hiding from the limelight, Banksy has made himself into one of the world's best-known
living artists. His pieces have fetched millions of dollars at prestigious auction houses. He was
nominated for an Academy Award for his film Exit Through the Gift Shop. Once viewed as
vandalism, his work is now venerated; fans have gone so far as to dismantle the walls that he
has painted on for collection and sale. But as famous as Banksy is, he is also utterly
unknown—he conceals his real name, hides his face, distorts his voice, and reveals his identity
to only a select few. Who is this man that has captivated millions? How did a graffiti artist from
Bristol, England, find himself at the center of an artistic movement? How has someone who
goes to such great lengths to keep himself hidden achieved such great notoriety? And is his
anonymity a necessity to continue his vandalism—or a marketing tool to make him ever more
famous? Now, in the first ever full-scale investigation of the artist, reporter Will Ellsworth-Jones
pieces together the story of Banksy, building up a picture of the man and the world in which he
operates. He talks to his friends and enemies, those who knew him in his early, unnoticed
days, and those who have watched him try to come to terms with his newfound fame and
success. And he explores the contradictions of a champion of renegade art going to greater
and greater lengths to control his image and his work. Banksy offers a revealing glimpse at an
enigmatic figure and a riveting account of how a self-professed vandal became an international
icon—and turned the art world upside down in the process.
What role can provocation play in the process of renewal, both of individuals and of societies?
Provocation in Popular Culture is an investigation into the practice of specific provocateurs and
the wider nature of cultural provocation, examining, among others: Banksy Sacha Baron
Cohen Leo Bassi Pussy Riot Philippe Petit Archaos. Drawing on Bim Mason’s own twenty-five
year career as performer, teacher and creative director, this book explores the power
negotiations involved in the relationship between provocateur and provoked, and the
implications of maintaining a position on the ‘edge’. Using neuroscience as a bridge, it
proposes a similarity between complexity theory and cultural theories of play and risk. Three
inter-related analogies for the ‘edge’ on which these performers operate – the fulcrum, the
blade and the border – reveal the shifts between structure and fluidity, and the ways in which
these can combine in a single moment.
About this Book / Bristol born Banksy is usually categorized as a Street Artist, although his art,
in content and form, transcends a narrow understanding of this term. This publication primarily
deals with Banksy as a contemporary Urban Artist and his relationship with consumer culture.
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It examines Banksy not only in light of his illicit work on the street, but also in regard to his
gallery exhibitions. The study highlights representative works of his art, pieces which
demonstrate his versatility, but also stand for different periods of his oeuvre. This book
presents the first academic study of Banksy's art in English; with a history and discussion of
the terms Graffiti, Street Art and Urban Art and a rich array of biographical information. It will
be of interest to academics and the general public as well. About this Edition / Street Artist
Banksy and former Young British artist Damien Hirst are two of the most popular
representatives of British contemporary art. Situated in a triangle of art, consumerism and pop
culture their work is among the most well-known. A systematic academic study of their artistic
viewpoints and references to consumer culture has long been missing, and Ulrich Blanché is
finally closing this gap: He examines Hirst's and Banksy's art against the background of the
London art scene since 1980. Blanché points out connections to Duchamp, Warhol and Koons,
and reflects on the role of the observer, the meaning of location and, especially, the references
between art, consumer culture and marketing in their pieces. This two volume edition is the
translated and expanded version of the authors dissertational thesis.
The first incendiary collection of stencils and graffiti from Banksy, presented and bound in a
handy pocket sized high quality format. Rarely have art and politics been put to such fine, and
overtly public, use. Mix the irony and juxtaposition of John Yates with the beauty of the finest
aerosol art, and you'll have some idea of how good this really is. The reproductions are
interspersed with an excellent array of quotes, statements, letters and a beginners guide to
painting with stencils. Very, very good.
Banksy in New York offers a first-hand account of his residency: the defacement and removal
of his pieces, reactions from neighbors and building owners and interactions between Banksy's
fans and foes. The author draws on his extensive knowledge of street art and graffiti in New
York to assess the impact of Banksy's work from a cultural and art-historical perspective. Mock
is as much a fan as a critic of the artist's work and delivers his account in the form of a
personal narrative that is by turns insightful and humorous, paying homage to Banksy's wit and
creativity while challenging the artist and his detractors to consider the true impact of his work.
The hardcover edition of Banksy in New York features over 140 photos and illustrations on 128
pages as well as a new foreword by Brooklyn Street Art founders Jaime Rojo and Steven P.
Harrington.
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